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	The advent of the Internet has allowed for many services and applications, most

	notably in communications between users, servers, and devices. Unfortunately,

	this has led to many security challenges and problems. Recent examples include

	password leakage on large social network sites and defacement of websites. It is,

	therefore, necessary to study mechanisms that help reduce the risks of different types

	of attacks. One of those mechanisms is access control, which applies the processes of

	cryptography, authentication, and key establishment. Thus, this book is written with

	an attempt to provide a comprehensive coverage on the subject of authentication

	mechanisms. The book is intended for anyone wishing to understand the basic

	principles of cryptography and why they form an important part of authentication

	mechanisms. In addition, it provides readers with theories and examples of existing

	authentication technologies, which the author hopes will be useful and adaptable in

	practice. However, this book is not a manual for network or system configurations.

	Authentication and Access Control: Practical Cryptography Methods and Tools can

	be used in many ways. It can be used as a self-study reference. It can also be used as

	a supplementary textbook for computer network security and information security

	courses.
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Cost Reduction and Control Best Practices: The Best Ways for a Financial Manager to Save MoneyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Cost Reduction and Control Best Practices provides financial manages with no-nonsense, balanced, and practical strategies that are being targeted and used nationwide for controlling costs by thousands of companies in areas such as human resources, compensation, benefits, purchasing, outsourcing, use of consultants, taxes, and exports. These best...
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Fundamentals of Database Management SystemsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011


	A course in database management has become well established as a required

	course in both undergraduate and graduate management information systems degree

	programs. This is as it should be, considering the central position of the database

	field in the information systems environment. Indeed, a solid understanding of the...
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Twilio CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	The Twilio cookbook will enable all kinds of telephone usage, including SMS, on your websites. It’s a totally practical guide with a hands-on approach to help you dig deep into the enormous potential of telephone facilities on the Web.


	Overview

	
		Teaches software developers to programmatically make...
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Adaptive Filtering: Algorithms and Practical ImplementationSpringer, 2012

	In the fourth edition of Adaptive Filtering: Algorithms and Practical Implementation, author Paulo S.R. Diniz presents the basic concepts of adaptive signal processing and adaptive filtering in a concise and straightforward manner. The main classes of adaptive filtering algorithms are presented in a unified framework, using...
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JavaScript(TM) PhrasebookSams Publishing, 2006
Developers are hungry for a concise, easy-to-use reference that puts essential code "phrases" at their fingertips. JavaScript, and the related AJAX, is hot and there is little to no information on how to use JavaScript to develop AJAX-based applications. While there are many JavaScript books on the market, most of them are dated and few...
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Models and Algorithms for Global Optimization: Essays Dedicated to Antanas Žilinskas on the Occasion of His 60th Birthday (Springer Optimization and Its Applications)Springer, 2006

	
		The research of Antanas Zilinskas has focused on developing models for global optimization, implementing and investigating the corresponding algorithms, and applying those algorithms to practical problems. This volume, dedicated to Professor Zilinskas on the occasion of his 60th birthday, contains new survey papers in which leading...
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